Performance Acknowledgements
A student may earn a performance acknowlegdement for outstanding performance in/on one of the following:
Dual Credit Courses

Bilingualism & Bi-Literacy

1. At least 12 hours of college
academic courses, ATC or
articulated courses with a 3.0 or
higher on a 4.0 scale in each
course; or

1. Complete all English Language Arts (ELA) requirements
and manintain a minimum cumulative GPA of 80 on a scale
of 100; and

2. An associate degree while in
high school

2. Satisfy one of the following:
Complete a minimum of 3 credits in LOTE with a minimum
cumulative GPA of 80 on a scale of 100; or
Demonstrate proficiency in a level IV LOTE with a
minimum GPA of 80 on a scale of 100; or
Complete at least 3 credits in LOTE foundation subject
area with a minimum cumulative GPA of 80 on a scale of
100; or
Proficiency in one or more LOTE by one of the following: a
score of 3 or higher on AP exam; a score of 4 or higher on
an IB exam

AP or IB Exam

PSAT, ACT-Aspire, SAT or ACT Business/Industry Certification

1. A score of 3 or higher on a 1. A score of 220 on PSAT that
College Board AP exam; or
qualifies the student for
recognitition by College Board
2. A score of 4 or higher on
and National Merit Scholarship;
an IB exam
or

1. Obtain a nationally or
internationally recognized
buisness or industry
certification; or

2. Obtain a government required
2. College readiness benchmark credential to practice a
score on at least two subject on profession
the ACT-Aspire; or
3. Score of at least 410 on
reading section and 520 on the
mathematics section of the SAT;
or
4. A composite score of 28 on
the ACT (excluding the writing
subscore)

3. In addition to completing 1 & 2, an ELL must also have
participated and met the exit criteria for a bilingual or ESL
program and scored at the Advanced High level on TELPAS
Students can earn multiple performance acknowledgements.
Students that meet mulitple requirements under the same performance acknowlegdement will recieve the one performance acknowledge for all their requirements. (ex: mets standard for both
ACT and SAT the student will get the performance acknowledgement for outstanding performance on a preliminary college assessement.
Students can earn a distinguished level of achievement by successfully completing curriculum requirements for the Foundation High School Program and the curriculum requirements for at least
one endorsement, including four credits in science and four credits in math to include Algebra II.

